A NOTE ON a-COMPACT SPACES TEKLEHAIMANOT 
RETTA
Abstract. For an infinite cardinal a, m(a) denotes the least measurable cardinal, if one exists, not less than a. We give easy proofs of generalizations of some results on realcompact spaces. Among these we prove the following generalization of a theorem of A. Kato. Let {X¡: i G /} be a collection of spaces each having at least two elements. Then the k-bo\ product (II Xt)k is a-compact if and only if either X¡ is a-compact for each / G / and k < m(a) or |/|< m(a).
All spaces discussed in this paper are completely regular Hausdorff spaces. Let X be a space and a an uncountable cardinal. Then Z( X) denotes the set of all zero sets in X and ßX the Stone-Cech compactification of X. A family 21 of sets has the a-intersections property (a.i.p. for short) if D ÍB ¥= 0 whenever % E a and \% |< o. We write ßa(X) = {p E ßX: p has the a.i.p.}. The space X is said to be a-compact if X -ßaX. See [1 and 4] for a discussion of these spaces and for references to other papers on the subject.
Let k be an uncountable cardinal and let (X, t) be a space. (X, r(k)) denotes the space with basis the family of all intersections of less than k members of t. Let {X:: i E 7} be a family of spaces. Then (ïl,erXi)k denotes the k-hox product of the family. This space has as basis sets of the form II U¡ where U¡ ^ X¡ for less than k many i and U¡ is open in X¡.
Let a be an uncountable cardinal number. Then m(a) stands for the least measurable cardinal such that a < m(a) (if one exists). We say that m is measurable if there is a discrete space A with \A\= m and ßm(A) -A ¥= 0. Theorem I. Letp E ßa(X) -Xand% E p such that (i) D® = 0,and (ii) <&' C ft implies C\%' E Z(X).
Then\<$>\>m(a).
Proof. We may assume that % has the minimum cardinality with respect to having empty intersection. Let \%|= m. Then 'S has the w-i. A space is said to be topologically complete if it is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of a product of metric spaces. The following is a generalization of the Katetov-Shirota theorem which states that a topologically complete space is real compact if and only if each closed discrete subspace has cardinality less than the first uncountable measurable cardinal. Real compact spaces are a-compact spaces for a = to+ . 
Proof. (=>) This implication is trivial. (<=) Let Ibea
closed subspace of a product of metric spaces Hie¡M¡ such that each closed discrete subset has cardinality less than m(a), we may assume that X projects onto M¡ for i E I. Then since a closed discrete subset of M¡ may be regarded as the projection of a closed discrete subset of X we see that each closed discrete subset of M¡ has cardinality less than m(a) for each i and so X is a-compact.
A family g of zero sets of X is called an a-base if to each Z G Z( X) and each x E Z there is % E S with (i)x e nscz, teklehaimanot retta
(ii)|®|<w(a), (iii) H %' E Z(X) for all %' E %. Hence X is a-compact as was to be proved.
Corollary
A. Let (X, r) be a-compact and let u> < k < m(a). Then (X, t(k)) is a-compact.
Proof. The identity map from (X, t(k)) to (X, t) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. Proof. Suppose X = (ÏI Xt)K is a-compact. Then for each i E I, X¡ can be considered as a closed subspace of X and so is a-compact. Let J El and \J |< k. Let Dj E Xj have exactly two elements for each j in / and let Dj be a singleton subset of Xj for j G J-Then II 73, is a closed discrete subset of X and so has cardinality less than m(a). Hence k < m(a) or |7|< m(a).
Conversely suppose Xi is a-compact for each ; E I and k < m(a) or |7|<w(a).
Then 11,,=/A", is a-compact and Z(II X¡) is an a-base for (II X¡)K. Hence (II X¡)K is a-compact by Theorem 2. Corollary 5 is a generalization of Theorem 2.4 of Kato [3] and Corollary 4 is a generalization of 3.1 of the same paper. Kato deals with realcompact spaces. His method is quite different from ours.
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